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à summary

The function  CORE[t]   maps sets of a topological space to their interiors.  Some properties of this function are derived
here, and its relation to closure is derived.  Although the results obtained here are mainly of interest in topology, all the
formulas remain valid for arbitrary collections of sets.  Topology is only mentioned as motivation for the rewrite rules
added, but in fact neither of the topology axioms are assumed to hold for the collections of sets under consideration.

à introduction

A point  p  is an interior point of a set  s  with respect to a topology  t   if there is an open set  g  which holds  p  and is
contained in  s.  The set of all interior points of the set  s  is therefore

In[2]:= class@p, exists@g, and@member@p, gD, member@g, tD, subclass@g, sDDDD
Out[2]= U@intersection@t, P@sDDD
The function that maps each set  s  to its interior is

In[3]:= lambda@s, U@intersection@t, P@sDDDD
Out[3]= CORE@tD
à two simplification rules for CORE[t]

In general, the interior of any set is a subset of the topological space  U[t].

In[4]:= subclass@range@CORE@tDD, P@U@tDDD
Out[4]= True
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In[5]:= equal@composite@id@P@U@tDDD, CORE@tDD, CORE@tDD
Out[5]= True

In[6]:= composite@id@P@U@t_DDD, CORE@t_DD := CORE@tD
In[7]:= Assoc@IMAGE@id@U@tDDD, id@P@U@tDDD, CORE@tDD
Out[7]= composite@IMAGE@id@U@tDDD, CORE@tDD == CORE@tD
In[8]:= composite@IMAGE@id@U@t_DDD, CORE@t_DD := CORE@tD
à lemma

The lemma derived in this section is a simplification rule that is used in the next section to obtain a result about closures.

In[9]:= Map@VERTSECT, Assoc@id@U@tDD, composite@inverse@ED, id@tDD, inverse@EDDD
Out[9]= composite@IMAGE@id@U@tDDD, BIGCUP, IMAGE@id@tDDD == composite@BIGCUP, IMAGE@id@tDDD
In[10]:= Map@image@#, P@tDD &, %D
Out[10]= image@IMAGE@id@U@tDDD, Uclosure@tDD == Uclosure@tD
In[11]:= image@IMAGE@id@U@t_DDD, Uclosure@t_DD := Uclosure@tD
à closure

The closed sets for a topology  t   are the subsets of the topological space  U[t]   whose complements are open.  The class of
closed sets is therefore:

In[12]:= class@x, and@subclass@x, U@tDD, member@dif@U@tD, xD, tDDD
Out[12]= image@RC@U@tDD, tD
A topology  t  is its own Uclosure, so the class of closed sets can also be written as 

In[13]:= image@RC@U@tDD, tD �. t -> Uclosure@tD
Out[13]= image@RC@U@tDD, Uclosure@tDD
The closure of a set  s  is the intersection of all closed sets that contain  s.  

In[14]:= A@class@x, and@member@x, image@RC@U@tDD, Uclosure@tDDD, subclass@s, xDDDD
Out[14]= A@intersection@image@S, singleton@sDD, image@RC@U@tDD, Uclosure@tDDDD
 The closure operation in topology is the function that takes each set to its closure.  If  z  is the class of closed sets, the
closure operator is
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In[15]:= lambda@s, A@intersection@image@S, singleton@sDD, zDDD
Out[15]= HULL@zD
Note that the closure is the complement of the interior of the complement:

In[16]:= HULL@image@RC@U@tDD, Uclosure@tDDD
Out[16]= composite@RC@U@tDD, CORE@tD, RC@U@tDDD
Comment:  A more general formula is derived in the notebook  HULL−RC.NB.   The more general result is not as simple:

In[17]:= HULL@image@RC@xD, yDD
Out[17]= composite@RC@xD, IMAGE@id@xDD, CORE@yD, id@image@S, yDD, RC@xDD
The rewrite rules derived in the present notebook were motivated by the desire to have this general formula automatically
simplify when specialized to the case of interest in topology, but without actually assuming that any of the collections
satisfy the topology axioms.
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